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When thinking about the relationship between film and painting, one normally considers the 
relationship between the visual aesthetics of cinema and painting. This takes into consideration that 
although there are key differences, (one being two-dimensional and material and the other has 
illusionary dimension and is time-based), we mainly focus on the visual connections, 
correspondences, resemblances and so forth. Rhetorically speaking we can talk about a cinematic1 
image in the painting. This cinematic image conveys information and ideas through the presentation 
of lighting, colour and tone, composition, the suggestion or illusion of movement, gestures (offered 
by the subjects within the painting). We can also consider things like scale, and even in some cases 
presentation. 

However, even with all things considered, there is one irrevocable difference between cinema and 
painting, and that is sound. I’m talking here about diegetic sound; that is, sound which occurs within 
the film’s narrative (as opposed to musical soundtracks, which in the early days of cinema would be 
played live). But when considering the relationship between cinema and painting, is it even worth 
discussing sound? Cinema existed for decades before sound – there was no diegetic sound in cinema 
until the 1920s. Painting, stating the obvious, does not have sound. So it’s entirely understandable 
that one would not even bother considering the issue of sound when talking about the relationship 
between cinema and painting. 

However, my research has led me to consider that sound is quite often, though certainly not always, 
part of what I call the “cinematic” painting. The cinematic picture is the picture which through the 
above-mentioned manipulation of lighting, colour and tone, the suggestion or illusion of movement, 
the mise en scène, including the gestures demonstrated by the subjects and the suggestion or 
illusion of movement, manages to persuade the viewer to a similar kind of emotional engagement as 
cinema. But the cinematic picture also stimulates the audial imagination, as well as the visual. 

This is done by including diegetic sound-making imagery within the picture, therefore visually 
suggesting that sound is being made within the “world” of the painting. For example in early 
Renaissance painting we see the playing of musical instruments. This may be an activity off to the 
side of the main activity such as in this religious picture, or in some cases musicians are actually the 
subject matter of the painting. What we are seeing in pictures like this is the deliberate invocation of 
the audial sense within an artwork which is completely and unalterably visual and tactile – that is, a 
piece of wood or canvas with paint applied to it. It cannot produce music, but it can invoke the idea 
of music.  

Therefore, we can observe that what we might call the “cinematic” in painting can also be thought 
of as implying sound: that is, in many pictures there is an implication of sound right there in the still 
image. As well as the specific depiction of musicians playing instruments, the implication of sound 
can also be linked to the implication of movement. 

A good example of this is in Claude Lorrain’s painting A Seaport, in the National Gallery. Although 
one is immediately struck by the luminous quality of light and the sun reflected on the water in the 
painting, as we turn our attention to the foreground we see depiction of the very busy activities in 
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the port. And we notice that many of these activities are actually quite noisy. People are talking to 
each other, and you have a lot of workers engaged in loading and unloading cargo. For any observer 
who would have visited a port in Claude’s day, they would know that it is really quite a noisy place, 
just as it is today. So this painting works on the shared understanding of what a real life sea port is 
like and how it appeals to the senses, and the senses are not only visual. 

By contrast another painting, the Family of Darius Before Alexander by Paolo Veronese, doesn’t offer 
us any indication of sound whatsoever. It is a classic, static and majestic tableau. There is no visible 
source of sound in the picture. Even the monkey seems to be contemplating, as opposed to 
screeching. We can use our imagination and think about what Alexander might be saying to the 
family of Darius and what they might be saying back to him, but Veronese doesn’t indicate anything. 

Another example of a picture with sounds might be Gericault’s Raft of The Medusa. We can almost 
hear the creaking, salt-choked voices of the shipwrecked and desperate calling out in husky tones,  
excited at seeing on the far distant horizon a tiny dot, which is the ship which will eventually rescue 
them. We can imagine the crash of the waves which we see fall upon the disintegrating timbers of 
the raft. We know that after days and days lost at sea without fresh water how the men’s voices 
would sound. Gericault shows them shouting and  talking to each other. 

Adriaen Brouwer’s rollicking Tavern scene shows a bunch of drunken ne’er-do-wells in a Flemish 
tavern; we see their open mouths clearly howling, laughing and stumbling around the room. This is a 
painting that appeals to all the senses: we can smell the beer and the tobacco smoke as well.  

Sound in pictures such as these rely upon the audience having an understanding and a memory of 
the type of sounds which would be associated with the activities depicted in the pictures. At the 
same time, the sound which is invoked is purely in the imagination of the viewer. It is not supplied by 
the picture.  

In discussing the relationship between sound and image in a film, Michel Chion talks about 
Synchresis.2  Synchresis is the automatic connection between something one sees and something 
one hears. It is what happens in the mind when a sound event in the visual event occur at exactly 
the same time. Chion describes it as "the spontaneous and irresistible weld produced between a 
particular auditory phenomenon and visual phenomenon when they occur at the same time.” 

Is it possible to talk about Synchresis in a painting, or for that matter in the silent film? Can we 
imaginatively supply the unheard sound by viewing the source of the sound? Does the sound 
actually need to be supplied? 

Chion notes that Synchresis "is not automatic. It is also a function of meaning, and is organized 
according to gestaltist laws and contextual determinations.” This raises the possibility that we have 
to have already understood that there is a link between the sound making visual and the kind of 
sound which will be produced. This is why we find it unsettling or funny, depending on the genre, 
when an inappropriate sound emerges from the wrong visual source. For example, a child’s voice 
emanating from the mouth of a grown man.  

So perhaps Synchresis - the link between sound and vision - in a painting (and a silent film) is implied 
and imagined. Therefore, if the visual source of sound is present in the picture or the sequence, it 
has a rhetorical function: to persuade the viewer that firstly there is a sound and secondly that this 
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sound is important. It is important that the people on the raft of the Medusa are shouting and crying 
out, because they are reacting to the long-awaited possibility of rescue – and Gericault want us to 
share their urgent excitement. Note that not all the characters are doing that; some of them are 
locked in their own despairing silence, and this is also important. Likewise it’s important that the 
people in the Tavern scene are shown with their mouth open, slack-jawed and babbling drunkenly in 
exactly the kind of gestures we associate to the extremely inebriated. Because this is a Dutch genre 
painting, which was specifically designed to call attention to the low culture of the tavern and the 
kind of drunken behaviour which the bourgeoisie frowned upon. Such admonition is a staple of this 
type of genre painting. We are persuaded of the significance of the sound in the situation offered by 
the picture, by seeing its source. The crashing of the waves upon the ships in JM W Turner’s Dutch 
Boats in a Gale ('The Bridgewater Sea Piece') don’t just look rough, they sound rough, deafening, 
terrifying.  

Chion points out that sound and vision are not ‘compatible’ or identical or even collaborative – 
synchresis is about two fundamentally different things coming together. It is certainly worth asking, 
how does diegetic sound inform the image, in terms of its rhetoric (what it is attempting to 
persuade)? When is visualized sound presented; when is there an invitation to experience 
synchresis? And why? 

We can also ask, how do we imagine sound in a silent image? How do we experience it in within an 
artwork which seeks Realism? Conversely, what about Surrealism? Does the Sublime image have a 
sound, and if so what is it like?  

It’s worth noting that early cinema rarely indicated diegetic sounds visually, other than dialogue, 
which is represented by actors miming speech ( the import of which is delivered through titles). Very 
early silent films tend to “gather actors together” in a moving tableau. Many early films resemble 
Veronese’s Family of Darius Before Alexander, in terms of “gathering of actors within the frame”. So, 
characters don’t shout, nor play musical instruments, nor bang on things or create noise. The natural 
world doesn’t offer noise either. Early silent films are, diegetically, truly silent. Many later silent 
pictures focus on stars, with little attention to the surrounding context. 

However, if we look at Charlie Chaplin’s films, we see that Chaplin brings in visualised sound quite 
early. In The Fireman (1916), a comedy about a fireman who simply can’t wake up no matter how 
loud the fire alarm is, the realism of the situation and also the source of the comedy turns around 
the fact that a close-up image of the fire alarm banging away furiously is repeatedly shown. We see a 
shot of Chaplin sleeping in his bed, cutting to the insistently ringing alarm. Meanwhile, the rest of 
the fire crew are running around frantically in response to the deafening alarm. If we didn’t see the 
alarm in action, the absurd slumber of Chaplin would not make sense.  

Likewise the epic films such as Cabiria (Giovanni Pastrone) and the films of DW Griffith do show 
incidents, actions and activities which generate an imaginary synchresis between what we see on 
the screen and the imagined (yet familiar) sound which is not being offered by the film itself, but 
which we can replay in our imaginations.  

It is true that, in the length and breadth of art history most paintings are not “sonic” i.e. don’t depict 
any sound-making elements. But the “cinematic picture” tends to bring together sound and 
movement. We can note further that pictures that indicate movement are more likely to indicate 
sound – a good example is Elizabeth Butler’s Scotland Forever (The Scots Greys at Waterloo) where 
the mounted regiment hurtles forward toward the viewer (a bravura use of perspective) and the 
thunder of the horses’ hooves immediately springs to mind. 



 

 

Clearly some painters understood that depicting sound could add “something” – and the film makers 
like Chaplin, Gance and Griffith, who we consider the pioneer directors of their time -  also worked 
this out.  
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IMAGES (all pictures taken  by the author) 

 

Figure 1 The Virgin and Child Enthroned, with Saints, about 1515-20, Jan de Beer and workshop (NG) 

 

Figure 2The Rich Man being led to Hell David Teniers the Younger 1647 (NG) 

 

  



 

 

 

Figure 3 A Seaport Claud (Lorrain)1644  (NG) 

 

Figure 4 Family of Darius Before Alexander Paolo Veronese 1565-7 (NG) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Figure 5 (detail from) Raft of The Medusa Theodore Gericault 1818-19 (Louvre) 

 

Figure 6 Tavern Scene Adriaen Brouwer 1635 (NG) 

 



 

 

  



 

 

 

Figure 7 Dutch Boats in a Gale ('The Bridgewater Sea Piece') JM W Turner 1801 (NG) 

 

 

Figure 8, The Fireman Charlie Chaplin 1916 



 

 

 

Figure 9 Scotland Forever Elizabeth Southerden Thompson (Lady Butler) 1881 (Leeds Art Gallery) 
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